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I have very good separation
but I can't get far enough away
to take a picture and I don't 
want to discover the Indies 
by sailing west see the question

that you don't get tangled as to what nation
up in that fouled thing what victorious nation

I work my way hand over hand across
the skirt and gently, gently I am
travelling straight with no tendency we were willing 

to entrust
It's not more than three or four seconds till
we collide, I have very good control, babe
and I can see absolutely 

90 degrees of handwalking this brainchild of ours
shall null or reduce, pulled

up by my bootstraps where
are you dirty dog

what difference does it make what nation  we are over what victorious nation

I draw it altogether, a teacupful   
will do  OK let's hear

what Houston has to say
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do you see the girls 
of difference, jetsam to Grissom, arc
as they plunge, dolphins to Arcturus, I really don't burn
among the roses give a damn where the soul is for 10 seconds and

can you love me pinned-up - what counts is breathe out for six,
and still choose your and my speed, 
whispers of influence the Earth beat with sextant ring
in the roll of the sky to an old blue coin star with star, then

punch it,
show the tumid

and the moon without man and a thumb craft a good attitude
discipline in true light
so you can get
smashed, merman decoupled, a canned man,
American weightless await instruction

breathe out for 10
 now lace your hands

and talk more, breathe
we can still make
the Atlantic, its tossed in for six
coin of helicopter, I really don't give  
if we drive all night a damn then light 'em up


